Appendix A
List of R functions

The following R functions are newly made for the readers of the book and are used in the Sections Illustration with Real Data. These functions will be made available at


- **Bithell.test**: Bithell’s linear rank score test for decline trend
- **DiggleChetwynd.test**: Diggle and Chetwynd’s test for spatial clustering: case-control point data
- **DiggleETAL.test**: Diggle et al.’s test for space-time interaction
- **Jacquez.test**: Jacquez’s $k$ nearest neighbors test for space-time interaction
- **KnoxA.test**: Knox’s test for space-time interaction with approximated $p$-values
- **KnoxM.test**: Knox’s test for space-time interaction with Monte Carlo simulated $p$-values
- **Mantel.test**: Mantel’s test for space-time interaction
- **Nagarwalla.test**: Nagarwalla’s scan statistic for temporal clustering
- **Stone.test**: Stone’s test for decline trend
- **TangoT.index**: Tango’s index for temporal clustering
- **TangoS.index**: Tango’s index for spatial clustering: regional count data
- **TangoCNN.index**: Tango’s index for spatial clustering: case-control point data ($k$ nearest neighbors model)
- **TangoCDE.index**: Tango’s index for spatial clustering: case-control point data (double exponential model)
- **TangoEt.test**: Tango’s score test for decline trend
- **TangoFPD.test**: Tango’s score test for peak-decline trend
- **WallerLawson.test**: Waller and Lawson’s score test for decline trend
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## Index

**A**
- additive excess risk model 184
- aggregated pattern 11

**B**
- Baker’s Max test 154, 162, 168
- Bayes’ theorem 40
- Bayesian model 35, 40
  - hierarchical 44
- Besag and Newell’s test 79, 190
- Bithell’s linear risk score test 187, 192, 198, 209
- bivariate power distribution 103, 106, 107, 109–111

**C**
- CAR model 46, 91
- cell-occupancy distribution 56
- CEPP, cluster evaluation permutation procedure 79
- choropleth map 34
- circular window 23
- clinal cluster 22, 25
- cluster 9
- cluster detection tests 4
- clustering 9
- clustering index 54
- complete spatial randomness 13
- conditional autoregressive model 46
- conditional tests 184, 191
- conjugate prior 40
- critical space limit 151
- critical time limit 151

- Cuzick and Edwards’ test 27, 116, 119, 129
- cylindrical hot-spot cluster 219, 225

**D**
- death cluster 4
- decline hypothesis 185
- Diggle and Chetwynd’s test 125, 137, 144
- Diggle et al.’s test 157, 164, 177
- Diggle, Morris, and Morton-Jones’ test 186, 195, 205
- direct standardization 35
- disease mapping 33
- disjoint statistic 52
- DSR, directly standardized mortality rate 36

**E**
- eccentricity penalty 85
- Ederer, Myers, and Mantel’s method 52
- Ederer-Myers-Mantel’s method 56
- efficient score test 227
- empirical Bayes estimate 41, 43

**F**
- flexibly shaped window 81
- FleXScan 7
- focused tests 3, 181
- full Bayes estimate 42

**G**
- GAM, geographical analysis machine 78
- gamma distribution 40
- Geary’s contiguity ratio 75
- general tests 3
GLMM, generalized linear mixed model 213, 222

global clustering tests 3

H

hot-spot cluster 22, 25
hyperparameters 42
hyperprior distributions 42

I

indirect standardization 35
ISR, indirectly standardized mortality rate 36

J

Jacquez’s test 155, 163, 171, 173

K

K-function 13, 14, 118
diagnostic plots 166
edge correction term 14
edge-corrected estimator 13
space and time 157, 165
Knox’s test 151, 160, 168, 170
Barton and David’s formula of variance 160
Kulldorff and Hjalmars’s Approach 167
Kulldorff’s scan statistic cylindrical space-time 211, 215, 216, 219, 222, 223
permutation 217
focused test 190, 201
spatial scan statistic
case-control point data 128
circular 80, 88, 94, 101
elliptic version 85
temporal clustering 55, 59, 69

L

likelihood ratio 60
likelihood ratio test 58
log-normal model 44
double exponential 77
double exponential clinal model 117
hot-spot model 118
hot-spot type 23, 151
MEET, maximized excess events test 78, 86
MLC, most likely cluster 80, 88, 227
MLO, most likely outbreak 227
Monte Carlo hypothesis testing 29
Moran’s I 75
moving average 226
multinomial distribution 52
multiple testing 80

N

Nagarwalla’s scan statistic 58, 63
Naus’ scan statistic 57, 62
nearest neighbors 27, 28, 116, 120
negative binomial distribution 41, 225
negative binomial regression model 226
noninformative priors 44
null expected number of cases 183
conditional 74, 184, 213, 215, 225
covariate-adjusted 74
unconditional 183, 225

O

onset cluster 4
Openshaw et al.’s geographical analysis machine 78
outbreak model 226

P

peak-decline hypothesis 185
Pointwise tolerance limits 127
Poisson distribution 17, 38
Poisson generalized likelihood ratio 218
Poisson-gamma model 40, 41
pool-adjacent violators algorithm 186, 191
population growth rate 159, 179
posterior distribution 40
prior distribution 40
prismatic hot-spot cluster 220

R

R 6
random labeling hypothesis 116, 196
random pattern 9
recurrence interval 218
regular pattern 10
relative risk 38
Bayes estimator 40
CAR model-based full Bayes estimate 47
empirical Bayes estimator 41, 42
fixed-effects 39
full Bayes estimator 42
log-normal model-based full Bayes estimate 46
marginal maximum likelihood estimator 41, 42
maximum likelihood estimator 39
random-effects 40
restricted likelihood ratio 85
Rogerson’s standardized excess events test, SEET 78

S
SaTScan 6
scan statistic 53
secondary clusters 81
simulated p-value 30
smoothed disease maps 35
SMR, standardized mortality ratio 15, 34, 71, 91, 185
space-time clustering 2, 150
space-time interaction 150, 157
space-time scan statistic 211
spatial autocorrelation 30, 44, 46
spatial clustering 2, 33, 71
case-control point data 113
spatial pattern 9
spatial point process 12
first-order measure 13
homogeneous 12
homogeneous Poisson process 12, 13
inhomogeneous Poisson process 14, 16
isotropy 12
second-order measure 13
stationarity 12
spatial scan statistic 80
spatial-temporal Poisson process 157
Splancs 7
standard population 35
standardization 35
Stone’s test 185, 191, 197, 209
syndromic surveillance 216, 222

T
Takahashi et al.’s prismatic space-time scan statistic 217, 220, 222, 223
Tango and Takahashi’s flexible spatial scan statistic 81, 89, 97
Tango’s excess events test EET 77
Tango’s index 25
spatial clustering
case-control point data 121, 122, 130, 134, 141
regional count data 55, 77, 86, 92, 101
temporal clustering 55, 60, 65, 68
Tango’s maximized excess events test, MEET 78, 86
Tango’s score test
decline trend 189, 193, 199, 209
peak-decline trend 190, 194, 200, 209
Tango’s spatial scan statistic
restricted likelihood ratio 90, 99
temporal clustering 2, 49
temporal overdispersion 225
Turnbull et al.’s cluster evaluation permutation procedure 79

U
unconditional tests 184
upper level set 81

W
Wallenstein and Neff’s approximation 53, 58, 63
Waller and Lawson’s score test 187, 192, 199, 209
Whittemore et al.’s test 76